
WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED



INTRODUCTION

DID YOU KNOW?

In a world where masks and face coverings have gone from relative obscurity to 
becoming a commonly used and indispensable garment, our catalogue will help 
you to choose the right covering for your desired application; making sure you get 
the quality you should expect and for an exceptional price.

We’ve carefully selected and developed an innovative range of UK made face 
coverings to suit all users and budgets; from the exclusive ‘Cad and The Dandy’ 
masks made of high quality British cloths elegantly stitched and crafted on 
London’s world renowned Savile Row, to low cost promotional face coverings for 
mass distribution or mailings.

All of our coverings are 100% machine washable and re-usable; helping to ensure 
that when Covid is no longer a part of our daily lives, nor is the waste associated 
with single use masks and coverings.

With a reported lifespan of 450 years concerns are rising about the 
environmental impact of single use facemasks and coverings.  French 
Environmental campaigner Laurent Lombard of Operation Mer Propre recently 
wrote that with the French authorities having reportedly ordered two 
billiondisposable masks “Knowing that….soon we’ll run the risk having of more 
masks than jellyfish in the Mediterranean”.

A research study published by the Royal Society in June 2020 concluded that 
“Both of our models show that, under a wide range of plausible parameter 
conditions, facemask use by the public could significantly reduce the rate of 
COVID-19 spread, prevent further disease waves and allow less stringent lock-
down regimes.”
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Choice of 4 luxurious cloth finishes: Navy Blue / Marine Green / Sorrento Sunset 
Red / Grey Co-branding option in full colour on the outer label
Crafted and designed to fit comfortably over your nose and under your chin with 
a discrete inner pocket to hold a single PM2.5 carbon filter
Created from distinctly breathable, naturally occurring anti-microbial cottons. 

Selected soft elastic ear loops for extra comfort

Supplied wrapped in tissue paper in a gift box including two PM2.5 carbon filters

Machine Washable

SAVILE ROW ‘CLASSIC’
We are excited to be able to bring the excellent ‘Cad & The Dandy’ face coverings to 
you. Totally unique, these beautiful masks are individually hand crafted by 
experienced tailors on London’s world renowned Savile Row providing a quite 
remarkable marketing option.
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Combining the quality and sophistication of the Savile Row ‘Classic’ with seam-to-
seam full colour decoration the ‘Corporate’ is the ultimate in branded face coverings.  
With a beautiful but sturdy outer cloth and a comfortable soft, breathable cotton 
lining the ‘Corporate’ is the branded mask that people will want to wear.

Sturdy outer cloth printed in full colour with your design with a soft cotton inner 
lining. Exclusive ‘Cad & The Dandy’ label discretely sewn into the corner of the outer

Crafted and designed to fit comfortably over your nose and under your chin with a 
discrete inner pocket to hold a single PM2.5 carbon filter 

Created from distinctly breathable, naturally occurring anti-microbial cottons

Selected soft elastic ear loops for extra comfort

Supplied wrapped in tissue paper in a gift box including two PM2.5 carbon filters

100% machine washable

SAVILE ROW ‘CORPORATE’
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FULL COLOUR ‘PLEATED’ MASK
This beautifully engineered face mask is hand-made in the UK and has been 
designed to provide maximum comfort and safety at all times. The materials used 
are of the best quality on the market and provide you with seam-to seam branding 
opportunities which are both impactful and subtle depending upon your image 
requirements.

Given that these masks are both sustainable and environmentally friendly, we 
believe the ‘Full Colour Pleated’ to be the perfect face covering for the recipient as 
well as for the giver.

Full colour dye sublimation print…pleats expand to reveal full image and fall neatly 
back into place when not in use

Double layered construction with high definition printed polyester outer and  
comfortable soft, breathable cotton inner lining

Hand printed, cut, and sewn to order by experienced seamstresses in the UK

Extra-soft elasticated ear loops (choice of white or black)

Machine Washable
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FULL COLOUR ‘FILTER-PLUS’
Designed for comfort, safety and longevity, this face covering creates the perfect 
balance of quality, protection and value.  It’s durable construction and edge-to-
edge branding area facilitates enhanced brand impact for longer.

Full Colour Mask, printed in the UK for fast turnaround.
Advanced micro-fibre polyester outer lining, comfortable breathable-cotton inner 
lining with integral PM2.5 filter pocket
Unique adjustable soft-elastic strap to create a one size fits all solution
Durable construction leading to enhanced longevity
Machine Washable
2 x PM2.5 filters supplied
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FULL COLOUR ‘ADJUSTABLE’
A lower cost sister product to the Adjustable Plus, the exclusion of the PM2.5 
filters and filter compartment means that this face covering provides the 
same durable construction and  edge to edge branding area for slightly more 
price sensitive budgets.

Full colour mask, printed in the UK for fast turnaround

Durable two layer flexible polyester material construction

Unique adjustable soft-elastic strap to create a one size fits all solution

Machine Washable
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FULL COLOUR ‘PROMO MASK’
Completing our full range of face coverings, the ‘Promo Mask’ offers cost-effective 
protection and the opportunity to order extremely high quantities for ‘scatter’ usage.

Made of soft, pliable materials and cut and stitched to follow the contours of your 
face, the entire outer surface of the Promo Mask can be printed including the 
integrated ear loops.

Low cost item to suit any budget

UK decorated for fast turnaround

Digitally printed in high definition full colour

Single layer construction

Durable 100% knitted flexible polyester material

Simple, easy, giveaway promo product
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